The Signature Series Premium Primed Mouldings

- Ultra-Smooth Surface for an Elegant, Professional Finish
- Sharp Detail for Superior Shadow Lines
- Three Coat Finish - Eliminating Visible Joints and Grain
- Fingerjointed Pine - Lighter, Easier to Cut and Install than MDF
- May be Painted with any Good Acrylic or Oil Based Paint.
- Distinct Collections - Matching Bases, Casings & Crowns

For over two decades the Kelleher Corporation has been a leader in pre-primed moulding products; such as early water and lacquer based primed MDF & LDF, primed Redwood, primed treated, etc. Our latest innovation, Signature Series Premium Primed Mouldings, offers homeowners and contractors an easy to use product that achieves professional results, with less time and effort.

The three coat finish gives the look of hardwood with no visible joints. The finish is also very thin resulting in sharp detail, crisp shadow lines and a rich effect. Fingerjointed pine is easier to cut and nail, and a Pine crown will often appear to “straighten” out a slightly crooked wall. The Signature Series has three collections of matching bases, casings and crowns for customer convenience; the Monterey collection which has a more detailed look, the Beaded having a more contemporary feel, and a classic Craftsman.

Ask your sales representative about the new Signature Series and Premium Primed Mouldings, or visit our website at www.kelleher.com.
Craftsman

The Craftsman movement in American Architecture shifted the emphasis to simpler, elegant forms and shapes. Well proportioned round edge bases, casings and headers form the classic door treatment associated with this style.

Craftsman doorway treatments are unique and may have a cornice atop the header, or a fillet detail at the joints.

Craftsman mouldings may be built-up for a more detailed effect.

Craftsman Window Stool and Apron

Monterey

Influenced by the Victorian and Queen Anne period, the bases, casings and crowns of the Monterey collection have more detail. Mouldings can be built-up in rooms or foyers with higher ceilings to project the grandeur of those eras.

In dining rooms or areas with lower ceilings, try a smaller base and crown treatment with wainscoting and a chair rail.

Chair Rails are typically placed 30” high.
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Monterey Crown
P-871PPR

Monterey Crown
P-869PPR

Monterey Base
P-840PPR

Monterey Base
P-839PPR

Monterey Casing
P-856PPR

Monterey Casing
P-857PPR

T&G Reversible Panel
P-890PPR

(profile scale is approximate)
Beaded

This collection combines the graceful curves of the Art Deco period, with classic bead and edge details. The overall effect conveys a more bold and contemporary look.

Extend the look of the bead detail to window aprons and other finished edges in the room.

Match the size of base, casing, and crown moulding to the height of the room.
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- Single Bead Crown
  - P-865PPR
  - 11/16
  - 7/8
- Single Bead Crown
  - P-867PPR
  - 4-5/8
  - 6-1/2
- Single Bead Casing
  - P-852PPR
  - 1-3/4
  - 5/8
  - 2-1/4
- Single Bead Casing
  - P-853PPR
  - 3-7/16
  - 9/16
  - 3-7/16
- Single Bead Casing
  - P-854PPR
  - 3-1/4
  - 11/16
  - 9/16
- Single Bead Base
  - P-835PPR
  - 11/16
  - 4-3/16
- Single Bead Base
  - P-837PPR
  - 11/16
  - 1"
- Single Bead Chair Rail
  - P-894PPR
  - 3-1/4
  - 1"
- Single Bead Apron
  - P-892PPR
  - 2-5/8
  - 1-3/4
- Single Bead Base
  - P-835PPR
  - 5-1/2
  - 9/16
  - 3-7/16

(1/4" plywood or Wallboard)

Profile scale is approximate.